Economic dispatch in isolated networks with renewables using evolutionary programming 
I. INTRODUCTION
The paper addresses the problem of dispatching a mediumsize isolated power system where the penetration of renewable sources, especially wind power, is considerable. It is the case of many islands that have favorable conditions to use wind power combined to a conventional generating system with Diesel units and gas turbines, and sometimes steam turbines. This problem is similar to the conventional economic dispatch problem, but most cost functions of typical generating units are not well-behaved (non-convex functions), and there may also exist the need to satisfy additional constraints on security and spinning reserve that are generally difficult to include in analytical formulations. In these circumstances, the use of Evolutionary Programming is an attractive hypothesis, due to the inherent flexibility of using a fitness that is not constrained regarding convexity, etc. The ease of codification and implementation of the method and its implicit parallelism lead to fast prototyping and good performances regarding execution times. The paper reports the development of an Economic Dispatch module in the framework of the project CARE -"Advanced control advice for power systems with large scale integration of renewable energy sources" (ENN-JOULE program). The module follows the usual steps in an Evolutionary Programming algorithm that (see figure 1) operates directly over the solutions by small mutations and uses a selection process based on elitism. Solutions are defined as generation values for all the units in the system and initially are identical to the pre-dispatch values proposed by an unit commitment algorithm run previously. The fitness function (see figure 2 for the basic scheme) assesses the quality of the proposed solution setting the basis for the selection process. It proposes a penalty for constraint violations and contains processes of autocorrection of power losses and voltage levels. Although not represented in figure 2, a process to evaluate the dynamic security of a proposed solution can easily be added to the global cost calculation, provided that a fast tool for security assessment is available (neural networks and 
